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Talking the talk on vaccines
Recent disease outbreaks have
 been traced to deliberately
 unvaccinated Americans—and
 anti-vaccine sentiment is a
 serious concern. HSPH infectious
 disease expert Barry Bloom
 thinks health care providers need
 to find better strategies for
 communicating with parents.

Helping ‘poorest of the poor’
Anubhav and Arunika Agarwal
 share more than a marriage. Both
 earned MBAs focused on health
 management in their home
 country of India. Both worked in
 India and Afghanistan on health
 improvement projects. And both
 recently graduated from HSPH.

Innovation through
 collaboration
Kirsten Davison, Donald and Sue
 Pritzker Associate Professor of
 Nutrition, launched a project to
 get fathers more involved in child
 nutrition studies, which received
 pilot funding from Harvard
 Catalyst — a center that fosters
 collaboration across the
 University.
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Submit fitness benefit expenses by July 15
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Forum – The Health Burden
 of Stress: What We Can Do
 About It
Watch live webcast
July 9 
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Obamacare: Today and in the
 Future

Health Reform Watch – ACA
 price outlook varies widely state-
to-state for 2015
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The HSPH fitness benefit provides financial assistance for faculty,
 staff, and postdoctoral fellows to join a health club of their choice.

Nature vs. Nurture: Understanding Who Your Child is and
 How to Respond Respectfully
Lunch and Learn seminar, July 8, 12:00–1:30 PM, Kresge 212

Harvard Longwood Campus Green Labs Competition
Form a team with other lab members and earn points toward prizes
 for taking environmentally friendly actions. Contest runs July 7-31.

Older American workers more
 depressed after layoff than
 Europeans

Death of baseballer highlights
 dangers of smokeless tobacco
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